
Manufacturing the UK’s best ergonomic school furniture

Certificate No. GB2005241

ISO 9001 

Certificate No. EM2000925

ISO 14001 
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Take a look at our extensive range  
of products:

      
HELLO.
WE ARE TITAN.

It’s well known that children need to be  
comfortable in order to improve their  
concentration and ability to learn. A child will  
sit on a chair for up to six hours a day so  
school furniture needs to be durable and 
supportive whilst being suitable for a range of 
classroom environments.

We design our range of furniture with this in 
mind. That’s why we were the first UK  
manufacturer to meet new British ergonomic 
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We’re a worldwide designer,  
manufacturer and distributor of the 
strongest and finest range of  
classroom furniture. 

standards set out by the Technical Committee  
for Europe Cen/TC207.  This means that our 
chairs are designed to set chair dimensions, 
heights, angles and back support for every age 
group. This encourages good posture which will 
mean that the children using them will be more  
comfortable and therefore likely to be more 
attentive in class.

32 STOOL

34 SWIVEL

38 HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE TABLES

40 FOLDING CHAIR

42 EXAM DESKS

44 TEACHER FURNITURE
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E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.
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HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE  
DESK
Page 44 - 45

TITAN TEACH
Page 18 - 21

HIGH BACK TEACHERS CHAIR
Page 44 - 45

TEACHERS DESK
Page 44 - 45

TITAN MOVE
Page 18 - 21
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DELIVERY

Our aim is to provide the best delivery service in the industry to all parts 
of the UK. Our standard curb side delivery takes up to 10 working days but 
please note this may take longer in the busy summer period.

DELIVERY & INSTALLATION
We offer a quality delivery and installation  
service which takes the stress out of setting up 
your new furniture.
 
An installation team will deliver and install to an 
onsite location of your choice. Upon completion 
of any installation all unwanted packing will be 
removed, and where possible recycled, leaving 
the site ready for immediate use. All of our  
delivery and installation staff are fully insured 
and health and safety certified.

CONTAINER DELIVERY
All Titan furniture products can be supplied in 
40 foot cubed and 20 foot cubed container 
quantities for shipping to any address worldwide. 
Choosing direct container delivery will reduce 
the carbon footprint and cost of your order.

Please note: Some items may come in component form for container  
 deliveries as well.

We have several delivery options 
available to suit any order.

OUR  
STANDARDS

All of our products are specifically designed 
with comfort and durability in mind. We know 
that school furniture needs to support children, 
improve their posture and endure the  
demanding environments of classrooms.  
Our furniture is constructed to be ultra-strong 
so that it can withstand high impacts whilst still 
being easy to maintain.

06

Our range meets high  
industry standards.

DESIGNED FOR CLASSROOMS  
Our furniture is designed to withstand various 
classroom environments. Our seating comes in 
a range of sizes and colours and is strong and 
durable yet light weight for easy movability to 
create stimulating classrooms.

ERGONOMICS
Our seating ranges have ergonomically 
designed back angles to promote a positive S 
shaped spine, which reduces the risk of lower 
back pain. The chairs are produced in a range of 
sizes to best accommodate children of all ages.

ISO 9001
We comply with ISO 9001 quality control 
standards which ensures our products and 
services are of the highest possible quality.  
This provides you with complete peace of 
mind during the ordering process and product 
life-cycle.

STRENGTH
Our furniture range is constructed to be  
ultra-strong and withstand the toughest  
classroom environments. Titan products are 
built using high durable polypropylene and 
super strong steel.

INDEPENDENTLY TESTED
All of our products are independently tested 
to conform to the latest British Standards for 
ergonomics, strength and stability.
- Ergonomics for schools BS EN 1729:1
- Strength and stability for schools BS EN 1729:2

SAFETY
Designed for the needs of the classroom, our 
products are anti-tamper and low maintenance. 
There are no sharp edges on any of our products 
and most of our chairs have no pinch points and 
many also have anti-tilt legs.

RECYCLABLE
We are committed to trying to provide  
environmentally friendly products. All of our 
metal and plastic can be recycled to help you 
meet your recycling targets.

LONGEVITY
We are very confident in the quality of our  
products. That is why our entire range comes 
with extensive guarantees which protect you 
against the unlikely event of product failure.

Titan seating comes in up to six different seat 
heights to suit several different age groups. They 
are also available in a variety of colours so that 
you can create a dynamic learning environment.

PREMIUM DELIVERY
Our premium delivery service is available if  
you’re wanting that little bit more peace of mind.  
All premium delivery orders include extra  
packaging to help further reduce the risk of  
damages and delivery by our dedicated Titan 
transport vehicles and drives into set daily areas.
 
All orders are triple checked before leaving our 
warehouse and our Titan team will call you prior 
to delivery to the closest undercover point.

The process is as follows:

• You will be able to book a delivery slot within or outside opening times.

• We will ascertain any issues that may prevent delivery  
 (i.e. parking restrictions).

• All ordered products will be triple checked before leaving  
 our warehouse.

• You will receive a call 1 hour prior to delivery to prepare you for our   
 teams’ arrival.

• Delivery will be carried out by our dedicated Titan drivers using our  
 own vehicles.

• The goods will be unpacked and inspected to ensure nothing  
 is damaged.

E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.
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OUR SERVICES

UNLIMITED COLOURS
You can order your Titan chairs in almost any colour you desire, the  
possibilities are endless! Simply send us a sample of the colour you wish 
your chairs to match and we’ll take care of the rest.
 
• A minimum order of 300 chairs will be manufactured at no extra cost.

• Orders for fewer than 300 chairs may be subject to a surcharge.

• Please allow up to 12 weeks for delivery of special colours.
 
The Titan One Piece sizes T5 and T6 are moulded in the UK allowing us to 
deliver special colours and larger project quantities in these sizes much 
quicker. Up to 1800 chairs can be delivered on just one of our super size 
curtain sided delivery trucks!

Please note: Image is for illustration purposes only.

UPHOLSTERY
All Titan chairs can be fitted with an upholster seat pad for added user 
comfort. These are available as standard in any colour in the Bradbury Pyra 
or Advantage fabric range. Both fabric ranges and foams are fire retardant.  
Unlimited fabrics and colours are available on request.

Please note: The minimum order for upholstered seat pads is 5 units.

Complete your Titan order with 
the help of our other services.

CERTIFICATION &
GUARANTEES

OUR GUARANTEES
We only supply premium furniture products that are industry certified and 
have gone through extensive quality controls. As a result we confidently 
offer long guarantees with our range.

All of our seating products carry a 10 year guarantee as standard, unless 
indicated otherwise. Our standard guarantee applies when the product 
has been maintained and used for the purpose intended, under normal 
conditions. Replacements necessitated by normal wear and tear, accident, 
improper care or use, negligence or a natural breakdown of colours and 
materials over an extended period of time and use are not covered.
 
Our Titan One Piece chairs come with an impressive 20 year guarantee. 
They are made from ultra-strong polypropylene and are well documented 
in terms of their longevity, comfort and safety in the school environment. 
They have no screws making them tamper proof and have no sharp edges 
to prevent damage or injury.

08

Titan chairs are tested and  
guaranteed for up to 20 years.

E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.

EN 1729 SIZE COLOUR CODING
We conform to EN 1729 standards of colour  
coding different size seating for children. That 
is why several of our seating ranges such as the 
Skid and 4 Leg have different colour feet  
depending on the size of the chair.  

The colour coding is as follows:

SIZE COLOUR SEAT HEIGHT
1 Orange 260mm

2 Purple 310mm

3 Yellow 350mm

4 Red 380mm

5 Green 430mm

6 Blue 460mm



Tested to 
EN1729 for 
perfect posture

11

ONE PIECE

It was the world’s first one piece polypropylene chair to obtain BS EN 1729 parts 1 & 2  
certification for strength, stability and ergonomics for educational furniture. It is available in 
6 sizes to support the postural and comfort needs of various age groups. The Titan One Piece 
chair is available in a variety of colours and can be stacked up to 15 high making it a versatile 
piece of furniture, ideal for use throughout your school.

The Titan One Piece chair is built for the toughest classroom  
environments. It is ultra-strong, tamper proof, has anti-tilt legs and  
its one piece design ensures there are no pinch points or sharp edges to 
cause injuries.

10 E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.



Space saving design - 
stacks up to 15 high!

Child safe,  
anti-tilt design

GUARANTEE

20YR

HOURS
USAGE

8 h

Range details

T1 - SIZE 1
AGES 1 - 2

T4 - SIZE 4
AGES 8 - 9

T5 - SIZE 5
AGES 9 - 13

T6 - SIZE 6
AGES 13+

T2 - SIZE 2
AGES 3 - 4

T3 - SIZE 3
AGES 5 - 7

Overall dimensions: D320  W360  H513
Seat dimensions: D279  W275  H260
Weight capacity: 97kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D408  W432  H690
Seat dimensions: D331  W340  H380
Weight capacity: 107kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D486  W480  H799
Seat dimensions: D414  W370  H430
Weight capacity: 115kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D510  W482  H829
Seat dimensions: D414  W370  H460
Weight capacity: 158kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D343  W363  H563
Seat dimensions: D279  W275  H310
Weight capacity: 97kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D384  W430  H600
Seat dimensions: D331  W340  H350
Weight capacity: 107kg

FINISHES
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1312 E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.
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TITAN+

The Titan+ has all the benefits of the Titan One Piece but with the added benefit of actively 
killing bacteria on touch. We all know that children are often the biggest culprits for not  
washing their hands so the Titan+ gives educators the reassurance that the classroom will be a 
clean and safe environment.

The patented Titan+ chair is the only classroom chair in the world that 
will actively kill >99.9% of bacteria including MRSA, E.coli and fungal 
growth. This makes it the perfect chair for maintaining a safe and healthy 
learning environment for children.

14 E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.

Example of how bacteria can 
spread around a bathroom

Titan+ Standard Chair
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GUARANTEE

20YR

HOURS
USAGE

8 h

Range details

T1AN - SIZE 1
AGES 1 - 2

T4AN - SIZE 4
AGES 8 - 9

T5AN - SIZE 5
AGES 9 - 13

T6AN - SIZE 6
AGES 13+

T2AN - SIZE 2
AGES 3 - 4

T3AN - SIZE 3
AGES 5 - 7

Overall dimensions: D320  W360  H513
Seat dimensions: D279  W275  H260
Weight capacity: 97kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D408  W432  H690
Seat dimensions: D331  W340  H380
Weight capacity: 107kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D486  W480  H799
Seat dimensions: D414  W370  H430
Weight capacity: 115kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D510  W482  H829
Seat dimensions: D414  W370  H460
Weight capacity: 158kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D343  W363  H563
Seat dimensions: D279  W275  H310
Weight capacity: 97kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D384  W430  H600
Seat dimensions: D331  W340  H350
Weight capacity: 107kg

FINISHES

The only chair in 
the world which  
is antibacterial  
to the core

E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.



Built in personal 
storage space

Dual handed 
swivel writing 
tablet

19

TITAN TEACH
& MOVE

Both the Titan Teach and Titan Move have ergonomically designed backs and waterfall seats 
for enhanced user comfort. Their heavy duty frames mean they are strong yet their twin wheel  
castors make them mobile. The Titan Teach comes with a swivel writing tablet to  
accommodate both left and right handed students, and has a personal storage space built in. 
The Titan Move is a compact yet sturdy chair making it ideal for smaller classroom spaces or 
after school clubs.

Introducing the new Titan Teach and Titan Move chairs. These chairs allow 
mobility around the classroom in order to let you create various dynamic 
learning set ups. Teach and Move are suitable for individual use and can 
also be arranged with ease to assist group learning.

18 E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.



HOURS
USAGE

8 h

Range details

TITAN TEACH  //  T300
AGE 13+

TITAN MOVE  //  T301
AGE 13+

Overall dimensions: D900  W548  H845
Seat dimensions: D406  W423  H470
Back dimensions: D403  H400
Tablet dimensions: D290/350  W548  H745
Storage dimensions: D330  W490
Weight capacity: 130kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D460  W475  H845
Seat dimensions: D406  W423  H470
Back dimensions: W403  H400
Weight capacity: 130kg

FINISHES
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Castors for 
easy mobility

Heavy duty 
frame with 
strengthening 
bar

20 E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.



Ergonomic design 
promotes good 
posture

23

4 LEG

The seat shell is moulded from one piece of impact resistant polypropylene and is bolted to 
a super strong tubular steel frame making the Titan 4 Leg chair almost unbreakable. It also 
comes with tamper proof fixings and anti-tilt rear legs to provide extra safety for the user.

The Titan 4 Leg chair is a super strong yet stylish classroom chair. It can 
withstand the heavy duty, day to day use of the school environment 
whilst retaining a formal look. The seats are available in a variety of  
colours which are complemented with a frame with either a silver - grey 
or black finish.

22

Ultra strong stylish 
tubular steel frame 
available in silver - 
grey or black

E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.



HOURS
USAGE

8 h

Range details

T13 - SIZE 3
AGES 5 - 7

T16 - SIZE 6
AGES 13+

T14 - SIZE 4
AGES 8 - 9

T15 - SIZE 5
AGES 9 - 13

Overall dimensions: D398  W438  H670
Seat dimensions: D320  W387  H350
Weight capacity: 95kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D495  W497  H820
Seat dimensions: D406  W423  H460
Weight capacity: 140kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D416  W438  H700
Seat dimensions: D320  W387  H380
Weight capacity: 95kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D477  W497  H790
Seat dimensions: D406  W423  H430
Weight capacity: 140kg

FINISHES

4 
LE

G

2524 E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.

Super safe,  
multipurpose 
and stylish
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SKID

The Titan Skid boasts strength and stability whilst still being lightweight enough to be moved 
around the classroom as necessary. It comes in 4 different sizes to suit several age groups, and 
is available in various colours with either silver or black frame finishes.

The Titan Skid chair is designed for ultimate classroom safety. The seat 
shell is moulded from one piece of impact resistant polypropylene and is 
bolted to a tubular steel base which has joined legs for more strength and 
stability. The combination of anti-tilt legs and new redesigned foot means 
the chair won’t rock, tip or glide across the floor.

26

New 
redesigned  
foot

E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.

Introduced to improve the stability of the chair and 
prevent slipping on smoother surfaces.

Ultra strong 
tubular steel base



HOURS
USAGE

8 h

Range details

T23 - SIZE 3
AGES 5 - 7

T26 - SIZE 6
AGES 13+

T24 - SIZE 4
AGES 7 - 9

T25 - SIZE 5
AGES 9 - 13

Overall dimensions: D368  W507  H660
Seat dimensions: D320  W387  H350
Weight capacity: 95kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D477  W540  H836
Seat dimensions: D406  W423  H460
Weight capacity: 140kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D386  W507  H700
Seat dimensions: D320  W387  H380
Weight capacity: 95kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D456  W540  H806
Seat dimensions: D406  W423  H430
Weight capacity: 140kg

FINISHES

SK
ID

2928 E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.

Tested to EN1729  
Parts 1 & 2



HOURS
USAGE

8 h

Range details

T60 - SIZE 3
AGES 5 - 7

T63 - SIZE 6
AGES 13+

T61 - SIZE 4
AGES 7 - 9

T62 - SIZE 5
AGES 9 - 13

Overall dimensions: D530  W550  H820
Seat dimensions: D406  W423  H445
Weight capacity: 95kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D530  W550  H1020
Seat dimensions: D406  W423  H685
Weight capacity: 140kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D530  W550  H920
Seat dimensions: D406  W423  H560
Weight capacity: 95kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D530  W550  H970
Seat dimensions: D406  W423  H610
Weight capacity: 140kg

FINISHES

PLEASE NOTE:
Stool frame feet may become loose or worn when used 
on an Ultra Grip floor. The company can not be liable for 
any damage to the furniture when used with this type 
of surface.
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HIGH CHAIR

The seats are ergonomically designed with integral lumbar support to ensure pupils sit with 
perfect posture whilst the frame includes a built in footrest to provide extra comfort. Available 
in a range of colours and in 4 different sizes making it suitable for several age groups.

If you are looking for the ultimate lab chair then look no further.  
Titan High Chairs have been selected for major projects world wide due to 
their unique frame style that protects all laboratory flooring or matting.

30

Ergonomically 
designed seat with 
lumbar support

Unique frame design protects 
all laboratory flooring

E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.



HOURS
USAGE

8 h

Range details

T90 - SIZE 3
AGES 5 - 7

T93 - SIZE 6
AGES 13+

T91 - SIZE 4
AGES 7 - 9

T92 - SIZE 5
AGES 9 - 13

Overall dimensions: D530  W550  H495
Seat dimensions: D361  W365  H445
Weight capacity: 97kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D530  W550  H725
Seat dimensions: D361  W365  H685
Weight capacity: 107kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D530  W550  H600
Seat dimensions: D361  W365  H560
Weight capacity: 97kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D530  W550  H650
Seat dimensions: D361  W365  H610
Weight capacity: 107kg

FINISHES

ST
O

O
L

33

STOOL

The seat is ergonomically designed and the frame includes a built in footrest to provide extra 
comfort. Available in a range of colours and in 4 different sizes making it suitable for  
several age groups.

An ideal option for labs due to their unique frame style that protects all 
laboratory flooring or matting and their impact resistant polypropylene 
shell. The Titan Stool is stackable or can easily be placed under desks 
making it useful for environments that require a mixture of standing and 
sitting work.

32

Unique frame design 
protects all laboratory 
flooring

Ergonomically designed 
stool seat

E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.

PLEASE NOTE:
Stool frame feet may become loose or worn when used 
on an Ultra Grip floor. The company can not be liable for 
any damage to the furniture when used with this type 
of surface.



Super strong  
chrome base

35

SWIVEL

Swivel chairs and stools come with anti-tamper fixings and are available with castors or glides 
for easy mobility. The shells are ergonomically designed for comfort and are available in a 
range of colours to complement the classroom.

The Titan Swivel range is both innovative and stylish. It offers excellent 
user comfort for either students or teachers and can easily be adjusted to 
a user’s height. They come with a super strong chrome base and a gas lift 
which is guaranteed to withstand users up to 25 stone in body weight.

34 E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.

Single lever gas 
lift for height 
adjustment

Castors or 
glides available



HOURS
USAGE

8 h

Range details

T30 - JUNIOR SWIVEL CHAIR
AGES 5 - 11

T32 - JUNIOR SWIVEL STOOL
AGES 5 - 11

T33 - SENIOR SWIVEL STOOL
AGES 11+

T35 - SENIOR SWIVEL CHAIR
AGES 11+

Overall dimensions: D600  W600  H765 - 820
Seat dimensions: D320  W387  H365 - 435
Base diameter: 600
Weight capacity: 97kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D600  W600  H445 - 500
Seat dimensions: D390  W420  H405 - 475
Base diameter: 600
Weight capacity: 97kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D600  W600  H505 - 605
Seat dimensions: D414  W420  H465 - 555
Base diameter: 600
Weight capacity: 97kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D600  W600  H845 - 930
Seat dimensions: D406  W423  H435 - 525
Base diameter: 600
Weight capacity: 107kg

FINISHES

SW
IV

EL

37

Tamper proof 
construction

36 E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.

Single lever height 
adjustment



HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE 
TABLES

The Height Adjustable Tables, available in 2 sizes, are designed to conform to BSEN 1729 parts 
1 & 2 certification for strength, stability and ergonomics for educational furniture. They have 
strong, sturdy cantilever legs and also feature handy under desk storage to help increase  
classroom storage capacity.

The unique Titan Height Adjustable Tables have been specially designed 
to withstand the various challenges of schools, with sturdy metal frames 
and ultra-strong tops. The tables can be perfectly paired with Titan  
seating, as each table can be set to meet the height of any of the chairs in 
the Titan range.

38

Range details

T55 - RECTANGULART50 - SQUARE

Overall dimensions: D600  W1200  H530 - 760

Adjustable to:
530mm  Suitable for ages  3 - 5
590mm  Suitable for ages  5 - 7
640mm  Suitable for ages  7 - 9
710mm  Suitable for ages  9 - 13
760mm  Suitable for ages  13+

TOP FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D600  W700  H530 - 760

Adjustable to:
530mm  Suitable for ages  3 - 5
590mm  Suitable for ages  5 - 7
640mm  Suitable for ages  7 - 9
710mm  Suitable for ages  9 - 13
760mm  Suitable for ages  13+

TOP FINISHES
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39E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.

Colour coded 
height settings

Integral mesh 
storage shelf



Range details

TCFAFCLK-B - FOLDING CHAIR TCFAFCLK-C - FOLDING CHAIR TC40T - FOLDING CHAIR TROLLEY

Overall dimensions: D515  W460  H870
Seat dimensions: D395  W395  H440
Weight capacity: 100kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D515  W460  H870
Seat dimensions: D395  W395  H440
Weight capacity: 100kg

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D540  W1120  H1000
Weight capacity: 80kg

FINISHES
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41E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.

FOLDING CHAIR

The Folding Chair combines double riveted construction and heavy duty feet to provide 
strength and stability. The seat and back are ergonomically moulded for user comfort and the 
back also has a breathable fan design. Available in blue or charcoal, the Titan Folding Chair can 
be perfectly paired with the Titan Exam Desks.

Introducing the new Titan Folding Chair with integrated linking. This chair 
is designed for practicality as its linking system makes it ideal for  
assemblies and events, whilst its folding ability provides compact storage.

40

Integrated 
chair linking



Range details

T10-T - EXAM DESK TROLLEYTCEDT-UNI  - EXAM DESK TROLLEY

TC66ED-PREM-720 - EXAM DESK MDFT10 - EXAM DESK

Overall dimensions: D1267  W600  H473
Desk capacity: 40 exam desks

*  1 year guarantee

Overall dimensions: D1225  W660  H1150
Desk capacity: 25 exam desks

*  1 year guarantee

Overall dimensions: D600  W600  H720

18mm thick Beech laminate MDF with pen groove, 
22mm diameter Black EPC frame with integral safety 
bar to assist safer folding and storage

 

TOP FINISHES  

Overall dimensions: D600  W600  H710

Graffiti proof wipe clean injection moulded  
polypropylene top with pen groove in Blue or  
Charcoal with ultra-strong 22mm diameter Black EPC 
folding frame
 

 

TOP FINISHES 
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43E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.

EXAM DESKS
The Titan Exam Desks have been designed to be durable and practical. 
They have strong tubular steel legs for stability but can be folded easily 
for compact storage. The Exam Desk Trolleys can be used to transport and 
store all of the Titan Exam Desks, in quantities of 25 or 40.

42

Graffiti proof tops with 
integral pen groove

Our wooden exam desk is of premium quality with an 18mm thick MDF top, polished edges 
and leg safety bar. The Titan Exam Desk top has a textured, graffiti proof, impact resistant 
polypropylene top making it almost indestructible. It also has the added benefit of weighing 
up to 50% less than traditional wooden exam desks making so it is very easy to use in the 
school environment.



//

HIGH BACK // CH2800

Seat dimensions: D450  W470  H460 - 590
Back dimensions: W450  H500

FEATURES

FR: Med
Fabric: 100% Man-made 
Mechanism: PCB

FABRIC FINISHES

Range details

DELUXE FIXED ARMS  //  AC1002

FIXED PEDESTAL RECTANGULAR DESK

5 Year Component Guarantee

FINISH

TESH2 // W400  D500  H495  
TESH3 // W400  D500  H495  

FINISHES

OSE1280RECCL  //  W1200  D800  
OSE1480RECCL  //  W1400  D800  
OSE1680RECCL  //  W1600  D800  
OSE1880RECCL  //  W1800  D800  

TOP FINISHES  //  FRAME FINISHES

TE
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45E&OE.  All items are subject to VAT, where applicable.

TEACHER 
FURNITURE

The High Back chair has a cushioned seat and back and is ergonomically moulded to give the 
user support and improve their posture. The Rectangular Desk is available in 4 sizes and with 6 
different top finishes (Beech, Oak, Dark Walnut, Light Walnut, Grey Oak & White),  
complemented with either a silver or white frame and matching cable ports. It can also be  
perfectly paired with the Fixed Pedestal for lockable storage or a Cupboard for even more 
space. The Height Adjustable Desk has a mechanical mechanism allowing you the unique 
option to work sitting or standing. It is also available with a white or silver frame, in 6 different 
top finishes and with or without cable ports.

A teacher’s comfort is just as important as the pupils. That is why we have 
selected a range of furniture that is contemporary, stylish and practical to 
fulfil a teacher’s needs and requirements. 
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CUPBOARDS

TES2045CP // W800  D450  H2000  S976
* 4 shelves included with unit

TES1845CP // W800  D450  H1800  S920
* 4 shelves included with unit

TES1245CP // W800  D450  H1200  S628
* 3 shelves included with unit

TES745CP // W800  D450  H730  S368
* 1 shelves included with unit

FINISHES 

Dimensions key

All Desks and StorageHigh Back Chair

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE DESK

RECTANGULAR CUT OUT
TBEL1280CO  //  W1200  D800  H710 - 1210
TBEL1480CO  //  W1400  D800  H710 - 1210
TBEL1680CO  //  W1600  D800  H710 - 1210
TBEL1880CO  //  W1800  D800  H710 - 1210

RECTANGULAR CABLE PORT
TBEL1280CP  //  W1200  D800  H710 - 1210
TBEL1480CP  //  W1400  D800  H710 - 1210
TBEL1680CP  //  W1600  D800  H710 - 1210
TBEL1880CP  //  W1800  D800  H710 - 1210
  
TOP FINISHES  //  FRAME FINISHES

//

HOURS
USAGE

8 h



Range details

T7 LINKING CLIPT40 - TROLLEYT8 - FABRIC SEAT PAD

For One Piece size 5 + 6Overall dimensions: D480  W650  H1158
Capacity: 15 Chairs 

FINISHES

Overall dimensions: D345  W365
Upholstered in Bradbury Pyra fabric
Minimum order quantity of 5  

FABRIC FINISHES
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TITAN  
ACCESSORIES

The Fabric Seat Pad is available in an unlimited choice of fabrics and can help give the user  
better comfort. The Linking Clip can be used to connect One Piece size 5 + 6 chairs making 
them ideal for assemblies and events. The Trolleys can be used to easily transport Titan chairs 
and desks so that they can be used throughout the school.

Titan has a range of accessory products to suit your needs. Just like our 
furniture, all of our accessories are made from durable materials and are 
designed to improve the functionality of our range.
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T10-T - EXAM DESK TROLLEYTCEDT-UNI  - EXAM DESK TROLLEY

Overall dimensions: D1267  W600  H473
Desk capacity: 40 exam desks

Overall dimensions: D1225  W660  H1150
Desk capacity: 25 exam desks

TC40T - FOLDING CHAIR TROLLEY

Overall dimensions: D540  W1120  H1000
Weight capacity: 80kg
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RECYCLING

We understand the benefits that recycling can have on protecting our  
environment and reducing both our and our clients carbon footprint.

• After their long life in the classroom, the Titan One Piece chairs and all  
 Titan seat shells can be recycled. They can then be repurposed into  
 various moulded plastic products.

• All of the metal frames used for our seating and furniture are made from  
 recyclable steel.
 
This means that our entire product range of seating and furniture help to 
reduce the environmental and carbon footprint of Titan. Therefore  
choosing Titan products can also help you meet your recycling and  
environmental targets.

We are constantly working to  
reduce our environmental footprint.

ENVIRONMENT
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Titan takes environmental  
sustainability seriously.
Here at Titan we recognise that the environment 
is extremely important and therefore we want to 
make sure we make the smallest negative impact 
possible. Concern for the environment is an  
integral and fundamental part of Titan’s  
corporate business strategy. Our Operational 
Director is therefore responsible for overseeing 
and implementing policy requirements and  
representing environmental issues.

Titan is proud of it’s achievements in the area of 
environmental performance. We demonstrate 
this by using manufacturing processes which 
minimise adverse environmental impact and 
associated hazards in production, product use 
and disposal.

ISO 14001
Titan is certified to ISO 14001 environmental 
standards. We comply with a strict set of criteria 
to ensure that our environmental impact is being 
measured and improved.
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T1 - Size 1 T2 - Size 2 T3 - Size 3 T4 - Size 4 T5 - Size 5 T6 - Size 6

T1A - Size 1

T300 - Ages 13+

T23 - Size 3

T60 - Size 3

T30 - Junior Swivel ChairT2A - Size 2

T301 - Ages 13+

T24 - Size 4

T61 - Size 4

T35 - Senior Swivel ChairT3A - Size 3

T13 - Size 3

T25 - Size 5

T62 - Size 5

T32 - Junior Swivel ShellT4A - Size 4

T14 - Size 4

T26 - Size 6

T63 - Size 6

T33 - Senior Swivel ShellT5A - Size 5

T15 - Size 5

T50 - Single Table

T6A - Size 6

T16 - Size 6

T55 - Double Table

T10 - Exam Desk TCEDT-UNI - Exam Desk   
 Trolley

TCFAFCLK-B - Folding Chair

Cupboards
// //

T8 - Fabric Seat Pad

TC66ED-PREM-720 - Exam Desk T10-T - Exam Desk Trolley

TCFAFCLK-C - Folding Chair

Fixed Pedestal

T40 - Trolley

TC40T - Folding Chair Trolley

Rectangular Desk

T7 - Linking Clip

CH2800 - High Back AC1002 - Deluxe Fixed Arms Height Adjustable Desk

ONE PIECE

FOLDING CHAIR

TITAN+

EXAM DESKS

TEACH & MOVE

4 LEG

TEACHER FURNITURESKID

ACCESSORIESHIGH CHAIR

SWIVEL

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE TABLES

T90 - Size 3 T91 - Size 4 T92 - Size 5 T93 - Size 6

STOOL



MANUFACTURING
THE TOUGHEST
CLASSROOM
FURNITURE
IN THE WORLD.

1300 Aztec West, Park Avenue, Aztec West,  
Bristol, BS32 4RX, United Kingdom 

T: 0845 130 8022 F: 0845 130 8023   
E: sales@titanfurniture.co.uk  W: www.titanfurniture.co.uk


